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We establish the convergence and consistency of approximate solutions derived
by the modified Godunov scheme for the initial-boundary value problem to a
simplified one-dimensional hydrodynamic model for semiconductors using the com-
pensated compactness method. The traces of weak solutions are introduced and
then the weak solutions are proved to satisfy the natural boundary conditions. The
zero relaxation limit of the hydrodynamic model to the driftdiffusion model is
proved when the momentum relaxation time tends to zero.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor devices there are two kinds of important mathematical
models which are the so-called hydrodynamic model and the driftdiffusion
model. As is well known, it is very expensive to deal with the basic kinetic
transport equations for real life applications. To remedy this, one can
derive some simpler fluid dynamic equations for macroscopic quantities
like particle, current, or energy densities. They give a good compromise
between the physical accuracy and the reduction of computational cost.
The hydrodynamic model and the driftdiffusion model really come from
these ideas.
The hydrodynamic model for semiconductor devices plays an important
role in simulating the behavior of the charge carrier in submicron semi-
conductor devices since it exhibits velocity overshoot and ballistic effects
which are not accounted for in the classical driftdiffusion model [1, 2].
The hydrodynamic model consists of a set of nonlinear Euler equations
for particle density, current density, and energy density. The Poisson
equation for the electrostatic potential is also used.
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In this paper we investigate the scaled one-dimensional time-dependent
system in the case of one carrier type (e.g., electrons) [3],
\t+(\u)x=0, (1.1)
(\u)t+(\u2+ p(\))x=\,x&
\u
{
, (1.2)
,xx=\&D(x), (1.3)
where \(x, t), u(x, t), and ,(x, t) denote the electron density, velocity, and
electrostatic potential, respectively. The pressure function, p= p(\), has the
property that \2p$(\) is strictly monotonically increasing from [0, ) onto
[0, ). A commonly used hypothesis is
p(\)=
\#
#
, 1<#
5
3
. (1.4)
The momentum relaxation time { is a positive constant and we assume that
0<{{0 . (1.5)
The device domain is the x-interval I#(0, 1). The doping profile D=D(x)
is assumed to be such that
D(x) # L(0, 1). (1.6)
After introducing the current density m=\u, we can rewrite (1.1)(1.3)
as
\t+mx=0, (1.7)
mt+\m
2
\
+ p(\)+x=\,x&
m
{
, (1.8)
,xx=\&D(x). (1.9)
The system (1.7)(1.9) is supplemented by the initial-boundary value
conditions
(\, m) | t=0=(\0(x), m0(x)), 0<x<1, (1.10)
m | x=0=0, m |x=1=0, t0, (1.11)
, | x=0=,0(t), , | x=1=,0(t), t0, (1.12)
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where ,0 is a given function and \0(x)0. In this paper we only consider
these special cases of the boundary conditions for a consideration of mathe-
matics.
As in [28], the solution of the Poisson equation (1.9) and the boundary
data (1.12) are given uniquely by
,=|
1
0
G(x, !)(\(!, t)&D(!)) d!+,0 , (1.13)
where G(x, !) is Green’s function for this problem and is defined by
G(x, !)={x(!&1), x<!,!(x&1), x>!. (1.14)
From (1.13), we get
,x=|
1
0
Gx(x, !)(\&D(!)) d!. (1.15)
Then, the system (1.7)(1.9) reduces to the system
\t+mx=0, (1.16)
mt+\m
2
\
+ p(\)+x=\ |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!&
m
{
. (1.17)
Definition 1.1. For every T>0, we define a weak solution of
(1.16)(1.17)
to be a pair of bounded measurable functions v(x, t)=(\(x, t), m(x, t))
satisfying the pair of integral identities
|
T
0
|
1
0
(\t+mx) dx dt+|
t=0
\0  dx=0, (1.18)
|
T
0
|
1
0 \mt+\
m2
\
+ p(\)+ x+ dx dt
+|
T
0
|
1
0 \\ |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!&
m
{ +  dx dt
+|
t=0
m0 dx=0, (1.19)
for all  # C(I T) satisfying (x, T)=0 for 0x1, and (0, t)=(1, t)
=0 for t0, where IT=[0, 1]_(0, T ) and m\ vanishes if \=0. We also
say the weak solution (\(x, t), m(x, t)) satisfies the entropy condition if for
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all weak and convex entropy pairs(’, q) of (1.16)(1.17) and for all
nonnegative smooth function  that have compact support in the region
IT ,
|
T
0
|
1
0
(’(\, m)  t+q(\, m)  x) dx dt
+|
T
0
|
1
0
’m(\, m) \ \ |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!&
m
{ +  dx dt0. (1.20)
Recently there has been a lot of attention on the mathematical analysis
of EulerPoisson systems in the literature ([57, 19, 2123, 25, 2830]). In
Degond and Markowich [6] the authors proved the existence of a unique
smooth solution from the steady-state of (1.1)(1.3) in the subsonic case,
which is characterized by a smallness assumption on the current flowing
through the device. Degond and Markowich [7] also discussed the three-
dimensional steady state solutions. This work [7] actually can be thought
of as the pioneer result for the hydrodynamic model in the several dimen-
sion case. In Marcarti and Natalini [22] the relaxation limit of the
hydrodynamic model to the driftdiffusion equations for the Cauchy
problem is considered. In Ju ngel and Peng [15] they obtained a model
hierarchy of hydrodynamic and quasihydrodynamic equations and proved
rigorously some results related to the zero-relaxation-time limit.
It should be noted that, as far as the real application for semiconductor
devices is concerned, the initial-boundary value problem seems more
significant than the Cauchy problem from the practical point of view.
Zhang [28] discussed the global existence of weak solutions of the initial-
boundary value problem to a hydrodynamic model for semiconductors
where the zero relaxation limit cannot be carried out because there is no
uniform bound result with respect to the relaxation momentum time being
available. On the other hand, the information about the weak solutions
satisfying boundary condition is not displayed in [28]. In this paper we
will solve the initial-boundary value problem to a hydrodynamic model for
semiconductors and give the zero relaxation limit results. As in Heidrich
[14], we also consider the boundary values of weak solutions and prove
that the weak solutions satisfy the boundary conditions after introducing
the concept of traces of weak solutions.
In Section 2 we set up a sequence of approximate solutions vh derived by
the modified Godunov scheme and then obtain the uniform boundedness
of approximate solutions with respect to the small momentum relaxation
time {. In Section 3 we observe the H &1loc compactness of the sequence of
entropy dissipation measures ’(vh)t+q(vh)x and obtain the compactness
framework theorem. In Section 4 the global existence of weak solutions for
(1.16)(1.17) is established and the boundary conditions of weak solutions
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are investigated. Finally, in Section 5 we show that a sequence of solutions
for (1.16)(1.17) converges to a solution of the driftdiffusion model as the
momentum relaxation time tends to zero.
2. UNIFORM BOUND FOR APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
In this section we construct the approximate solutions of the problem
(1.16)(1.17) by use of the modified Godunov scheme. Then we prove the
uniform boundedness for approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.17) with
respect to the momentum relaxation time. Let us first make some prepara-
tions for our futher discussion.
The homogeneous system corresponding to the system of equations
(1.16)(1.17) reads
\t+mx=0, (2.1)
mt+\m
2
\
+ p(\)+x=0. (2.2)
For a smooth solution, (2.1)(2.2) can be rewritten as
vt+{f (v) vx=0,
where v=(\, m)T, f (v)=(m, m2\+\##)T, and
{f =\
0 1
+ . (2.3)&m2\2 +\#&1 2m\
The eigenvalues of (2.3) are
*1=
m
\
&\%, *2=
m
\
+\%, (2.4)
and the Riemann invariants are
w=
m
\
+
\%
%
, z=
m
\
&
\%
%
, (2.5)
where %=(#&1)2.
The study of (2.1)(2.2) can be found in the papers [810, 16, 17, 24, 26,
and 28]. We only state a few related lemmas.
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For the Riemann problem
(2.1)(2.2), t>0, x # R,
(2.6)
(\, m) | t=0={(\l , ml),( \r , mr),
x<0,
x>0,
where \l , \r , ml , and mr are constants satisfying 0\l , \r , |ml\l |,
|mr \r |<, there are two distinct types of rarefaction waves and shock
waves, called elementary waves, which are labeled 1-rarefaction or
2-rarefaction waves and 1-shock or 2-shock waves, respectively.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a global weak solution of (2.6) which is a
piecewise-smooth function satisfying
w(x, t)#w(\(x, t), m(x, t))max[w(\l , ml), w(\r , mr)],
z(x, t)#z(\(x, t), m(x, t))min[z(\l , ml), z(\r , mr)],
w(x, t)&z(x, t)0.
Lemma 2.2. If [(\, m) :axb]/4=[(\, m) :ww0 , zz0 , w&z0],
then
\ 1b&a |
b
a
\ dx,
1
b&a |
b
a
m dx+ # 4. (2.7)
Lemma 2.3. For the mixed problem
(2.1)(2.2), t>0, x>0,
( \, m)| t=0=(\0 , m0), x>0, (2.8)
m |x=0=m1 , t0,
where (\0 , m0) and m1 are constants, there exists a weak solution in the
region [(x, t) : x0, t0] satisfying the estimates
w(x, t)max {w(\0 , m0), 2m1\1 &z(\0 , m0)= ,
z(x, t)z(\0 , m0), and w(x, t)&z(x, t)0.
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Similarly, we can solve the mixed problem in the region [(x, t) : x1,
t0]
(2.1)  (2.2), t>0, x<1,
(\, m) | t=0=(\0 , m0), x<1, (2.9)
m |x=1=m2 , t0,
The weak solution for (2.9) satisfies the estimates
z(x, t)min {z(\0 , m0), 2m2\2 &w(\0 , m0)= ,
w(x, t)w(\0 , m0), and w(x, t)&z(x, t)0.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that (\(x, t), m(x, t)) is a solution of (2.6) or (2.8).
Then, the jump strength of m(x, t) across an elementary wave can be
dominated by that of \(x, t) across the same elementary wave, i.e.,
across a shock wave, |mr&ml |C |\r&\l |,
across a rarefaction wave, |m&ml |C |\&\l |C |\r&\l |,
where C depends only on the bounds of \ and |m|.
Lemma 2.5. For any =>0, there exist constants h>0 and k>0 such that
the solution of (2.6) in the region [(x, t) : |x|<h, 0t<k] satisfies
|
h
&h
|\(x, t)&\(x, 0)| dxCh=, 0tk, (2.10)
where C depends only on the bounds of \ and |m| and the mesh lengths h and
k satisfy maxi=1, 2 sup |*i (\, m)|<h2k.
As far as definitions of the entropyentropy flux pair and the weak
entropy are concerned, we refer the reader to [28]. Now we begin by intro-
ducing the definition of approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.17). Let us take
the space mesh length h= 1N , where N is a positive integer. The time mesh
length k=k(h) will be determined later so that the CourantFriedrichs
Lewy condition
max
i=1, 2
(sup |*i (v)| )<
h
2k
(2.11)
holds for a given T>0. We partition the interval [0, 1] into cells, with the
jth cell centered at xj= jh, j=1, ..., N&1, and denote ti by ik.
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We define
\0j =
1
h |
xj
xj&1
\0(x) dx, m0j =
1
h |
xj
xj&1
m0(x) dx, for j=1, ..., N.
Then we consider the solution v
 h
=(\

h , m

h)
T of the Riemann problems
(2.6) in the region R1j #[(x, t) : x j&12x<xj+12 , 0t<k]:

t
v
 h
+

x
f (v
 h
)=0,
v
 h
| t=0={(\
0
j , m
0
j ),
(\0j+1 , m
0
j+1),
x<xj ,
x>xj , j=1, ..., N&1,
At the same time we also solve the mixed problem (2.8) and (2.9) for
(\01 , m
0
1), m1=0, and (\
0
N , m
0
N), m2=0, in regions R
1
0 #[(x, t) : 0x<
x12 , 0t<k] and R1N #[(x, t) : xN&12x<1, 0t<k], respectively.
Then we set, for 0x1, 0t<k,
vh(x, t)=(\h(x, t), mh(x, t))T,
(2.12)\h=\
h ,
mh=m

he&t{+\

h |
t
0
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds
and
v1j =
1
h |
xj
xj&1
vh(x, t1&0) dx, j=1, ..., N. (2.13)
Next we will define approximate solutions vh for tit<ti+1 through
using approximate solutions defined in 0t<ti . Suppose that we have
defined approximate solutions vh(x, t) for 0t<t i and that v h
(x, t)=
(\

h(x, t), m

h(x, t)) are piecewise-smooth functions defined as solutions of
Riemann problems in the region R i+1j =[(x, t) : x j&12x<xj+12 ,
tit<ti+1]:
(2.1)(2.2),
(2.14)
v
 h
| t=ti={v
i
j ,
v ij+1 ,
x<xj ,
x>xj , j=1, ..., N&1,
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and as solutions of mixed problems in the two regions R i+10 =[(x, t) : 0
x<x12 , t it<ti+1] and R i+1N =[(x, t) : xN&12x<1, tit<ti+1]
(2.1)(2.2), x>0, t>ti ,
v
 h
| t=ti=v
i
1 , x>0, (2.15)
m

h |x=0=0
and
(2.1)(2.2), x<1, t>ti ,
v
 h
| t=ti=v
i
N , x<1, (2.16)
m

h |x=1=0
where v ij is determined by the modified Godunov scheme
v ij=
1
h |
xj
xj&1
vh(x, ti&0) dx, 1 jN. (2.17)
Thus we are able to define approximate solutions for 0x1,
tit<ti+1 as
vh(x, t)=(\h(x, t), mh(x, t))T,
(2.18)
\h=\

h ,
mh=m

h e&(t&ti){+\

h |
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds.
Note that the fact, \

h0, derived by \0(x) being a nonnegative
measurable function, implies that approximate solutions vh=(\h , mh) are
well defined in the region [0x1, 0tT] for any T>0.
For tit<ti+1 , due to (2.5), we can obtain the expressions of (wh(x, t),
zh(x, t)) as
wh(x, t)=w h
1+e&(t&ti){
2
&z
 h
1&e&(t&ti){
2
+|
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(x, !)(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds, (2.19)
zh(x, t)=z h
1+e&(t&ti){
2
&w
 h
1&e&(t&ti){
2
+|
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(x, !)(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds, (2.20)
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where w
 h
and z
 h
are Riemann invariants corresponding to the Riemann
solutions v
 h
.
We conclude this section by proving the uniform boundedness of
approximate solutions of (1.16)(1.17).
Lemma 2.6 [28]. Let vh=(\h , mh)=(\

h , mh) be the approximate
solutions as defined above. Then,
|
1
0
\

h(x, t i+1) dx=|
1
0
\0(x) dx, 0in&1, (2.21)
where the positive integer n is defined later.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the initial data (\0(x), m0(x)) and the given
function D(x) satisfy the conditions
0\0(x)M1 , \0(x)0, |m0(x)|M2 \0(x), and |D(x)|M3 .
(2.22)
Then, the approximate solutions (\h , mh) derived by the modified Godunov
scheme are uniformly bounded in the region I T #[(x, t) : 0x1,
0tT] for any T>0; i.e., there is a constant C(T)>0 independent of k,
h, and { such that
0\h(x, t)C, |mh(x, t)|C\h(x, t). (2.23)
Proof. For tit<ti+1 (i0, integers), by means of (2.19), (2.20), the
Riemann invariant properties, and Lemma 2.6, we get
wh(x, t)
1+e&(t&ti){
2
sup
x
w
 h
(x, t i+0)&
1&e&(t&ti){
2
inf
x
z
 h
(x, ti+0)
+|
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds

1+e&(t&ti){
2
sup
x
w
 h
(x, t i+0)&
1&e&(t&ti){
2
inf
x
z
 h
(x, ti+0)
+C${(1&e&(t&ti){),
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zh(x, t)
1+e&(t&ti){
2
inf
x
z
 h
(x, ti+0)&
1&e&(t&ti){
2
sup
x
w
 h
(x, ti+0)
+|
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds

1+e&(t&ti){
2
inf
x
z
 h
(x, ti+0)&
1&e&(t&ti){
2
sup
x
w
 h
(x, ti+0)
&C${(1&e&(t&ti){),
where C$ independent of k, h, and {.
Let
:i=max[sup
x
w
 h
(x, t i+0), &inf
x
z
 h
(x, t i+0)] ,
then
max[sup
x
wh(x, t i+1&0), &inf
x
zh(x, t i+1&0)]:i+C${(1&e&(t&ti){).
Thus we can show that
:i+1:i+C${(1&e&(t&ti){),
:i+C$k, (2.24)
:i:0+iC$k,
:0+TC$, 0in, (2.25)
where :0=max[supx w0(x), &infx z0(x)]. Then, we get
wh(x, t):0+C$T, zh(x, t):0&C$T,
wh(x, t)&zh(x, t)0,
which implies there is a constant C(T )>0 independent of h, k and { such
that
0\h(x, t)C and |mh(x, t)|C\h(x, t).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. K
Finally, we can determine the time mesh length k=k(h). Let
*= max
i=1, 2
[ sup
|m| C\
0\C
|*i (\, m)|],
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then we take
k=
T
n
, where n=_4*Th &+1. (2.26)
For this k, the CFL condition holds.
3. COMPACTNESS OF ENTROPY DISSIPATION MEASURES
In this section we prove the H &1loc compactness of entropy dissipation
measures ’(vh)t+q(vh)x associated with the weak entropy pair (’, q) and
approximate solutions of the modified Godunov scheme. For this purpose,
we first give an energy estimate of the classical mechanical entropy pair by
which we can obtain our desired compactness results.
Lemma 3.1. Let vh be the approximate solutions defined in Section 2 and
1<#2. Then, there is a positive constant C independent of h and { such
that
:
i, j
|
xj
xj&1
|vh(x, ti&0)&v ij |
2 dxC. (3.1)
Proof. For simplicity, we drop the subindex h of vh and v h
in the
following arguments. Consider the mechanical entropy pair
’
*
=
1
2
m2
\
+
\#
#(#&1)
, q
*
=
1
2
m3
\2
+
1
#&1
\#&1m.
For t it<ti+1 , Green’s formula implies that
:
N
j=1
|
xj
xj&1
(’
*
(v

i+1)&’
*
(v ij)) dx+|
ti+1
ti
: [_[’
*
]&[q
*
]] dt=0, (3.2)
where v

i+1=v

(x, ti+1&0), the summation  is taken over all the shock
waves in (\

h , m

h) at a fixed t between ti and ti+1 ; _ is the propagating
speed of the shock wave; and
[’
*
]=’
*
(v

(x(t)+0, t))&’
*
(v

(x(t)&0, t));
[q
*
]=q
*
(v

(x(t)+0, t))&q
*
(v

(x(t)&0, t)), tit<ti+1 .
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Summing over all i in (3.2) implies
:
1jN
1in&1
|
xj
xj&1
(’
*
(v

i
 )&’*(v
i
j)) dx+|
T
0
:[_[’
*
]&[q
*
]] dt
=|
1
0
(’
*
(v
 0
(x))&’
*
(v

(x, T&0))) dx, (3.3)
where v

i
 =v

(x, ti&0).
From the uniform bound of v

, the right side of (3.3) is bounded by a
constant C>0 independent of h and {, i.e.,
:
i, j
| (’*(vi )&’*(v ij)) dx+|
T
0
: [_[’
*
]&[q
*
]] dtC. (3.4)
On the cell (xj&1 , xj), we decompose the first term of (3.4) into two
parts:
|
xj
xj&1
(’
*
(v

i
 )&’*(v
i
j)) dx
=|
xj
xj&1
(’
*
(vi )&’*(v
i
j)) dx+|
xj
xj&1
(’
*
(v

i
 )&’*(v
i
 )) dx
#Aij+R
i
j ,
where vi =v(x, ti&0).
For A ij , we take the Taylor expansion for ’*(v
i
 ) to get
’
*
(vi )=’*(v
i
j)+{’*(v
i
j)(v
i
 &v ij)+
1
2 (v
i
 &v ij)
T {2’
*
(! ij)(v
i
 &v ij), (3.5)
where ! ij is the mean value. Integrating (3.5) on the cell and using the fact
that v ij is the average value of v
i
 on this cell, we get
A ij=
1
2 |
xj
xj&1
(vi &v ij)
T {2’
*
(! ij)(v
i
 &v ij) dx. (3.6)
For R ij , we have
R ij=|
xj
xj&1 _|
1
0
{’
*
(vi +%(v

i
 &vi )) d%(v

i
 &v i )& dx
=|
xj
xj&1 _|
1
0
{’
*
(vi +%(v

i
 &vi )) d%V(v

i
 )& dx
C$h( |m

h |+\

hC${(1&e&k{))
C$h+C$kh,
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where V(v

i
 )=(0, m

h(1&e&k{)&\

h  titi&1 e
&(ti&s){ 10 Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!
ds)T and C$ is the generic constant independent of h and {. From the
uniform bound of approximate solutions, we get
|R ij |Ch(1+k), where C is independent of h, k, and {. (3.7)
Summing over all cells, by (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7) we have
:
i, j
| (vi &v ij)T {2’*(! ij)(vi &v ij) dx+2 |
T
0
: [_[’
*
]&[q
*
]]dtC.
(3.8)
Since (’
*
, q
*
) is a convex entropy pair, the point entropy _[’
*
]&
[q
*
]0 holds across the shock waves [8]. It follows from (3.8) that
|
T
0
: [_[’
*
]&[q
*
]] dtC, (3.9)
:
i, j
| (vi &vij)T {2’*(! ij)(v i &v ij) dxC. (3.10)
In particular, ’
*
is strictly convex, i.e., there is a constant :>0 such that
vT {2’
*
v: |v|2. It follows from (3.10) that (3.1) is true. This completes
the proof of Lemma 3.1.
As in [28], to proceed to our next discussion we now state the following
three lemmas whose proofs can be found in [8] and [11].
Lemma 3.2 [11]. Assume that 0\C, |m|C\. Then, there is a
constant C >0 such that
|{’|C , |{q|C , (3.11)
|vT {2’v|C vT {2’
*
v, (3.12)
for every weak entropy pair (’, q).
Lemma 3.3 [8]. For every weak entropy pair (’, q) there is a constant
C>0 such that
|_[’]&[q]|C[_[’
*
]&[q
*
]]. (3.13)
Lemma 3.4 [8]. Let 0/Rm be a bounded open set. Then, (compact set
of W&1, p(0)) & (bounded set of W&1, r(0))/(compact set of H &1loc (0)) for
some constants p and r satisfying 1<p2<r<.
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Now we can obtain the compactness of entropy dissipation measures
’(v)t+q(v)x in H &1loc .
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
Then,
the measure set ’(v)t+q(v)x is compact in H &1loc (0) (3.14)
for every weak entropy pair (’, q) and every open subset 0/I T .
Proof. For any  # C 0 (0), we consider
|
T
0
|
1
0
(’(v) t+q(v) x) dx dt=A()+R()+B()+7()+S(),
(3.15)
where
A()=:
i, j
| (’(vi )&’(v ij)) (x, t i) dx, (3.16)
R()=:
i, j
| (’(v
i
 )&’(vi )) (x, ti) dx, (3.17)
B()=|
1
0
[’(v

(x, T)) (x, T )&’(v

(x, 0)) (x, 0)] dx, (3.18)
7()=|
T
0
: [_[’]&[q]] (x(t), t) dt, (3.19)
S()=|
T
0
|
1
0
[(’(v)&’(v

)) t+(q(v)&q(v
)) x ] dx dt. (3.20)
We decompose A() into two parts
A()=:
i, j
 ij | (’(v i )&’(v ij)) dx
+:
i, j
| (’(vi )&’(v ij))( i& ij) dx
#A1()+A2(), (3.21)
where  ij=(xj , ti) and 
i=(x, ti).
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For A1(), using (3.5)(3.6), (3.10), and (3.12), we have
|A1()|= 12 }:i, j 
i
j | (vi &v ij)T {2’(! ij)(vi &v ij) dx }
C && :
i, j
| (vi &vij)T {2’*(! ij)(vi &v ij) dx
C && . (3.22)
For A2(), using Ho lder’s inequality, (3.1), and (3.11), we have
|A2()|\:i, j | (
i& ij)
2 dx+
12
\:i, j | (’(v
i
 )&’(v ij))
2 dx+
12
h:&12 &&C
0
: \:i, j | |x&x j | dx+
12
\:i, j | |{’(v
i
 &v ij)|
2 dx+
12
Ch:&12 &{’& &&C
0
: \:i, j | (v
i
 &v ij)
2 dx+
12
Ch:&12 &&C
0
: , (3.23)
where 12<:<1.
For the term R(), in terms of (3.11) and the uniform bound of v, we
get
|R()|:
i, j
| |{’(! ij)(v
i
 &v i ) i| dx
:
i, j
| |{’(! ij) V(v
i
 ) i| dx
&{’& && :
i, j
| |V(v
i
 )| dx
C$( |m

h |+\

hC${(1&e&k{)) && :
i, j
hk
C$ && , (3.24)
where V(v

i
 )=(0, m

h(1&e&k{)&\

h titi&1 e
&(ti&s){(10 Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!))d!)ds)T.
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It is easy to obtain
|B()|&& |
1
0
( |’(v

(x, T )|+|’(v

(x, 0)| ) dx
C && . (3.25)
It follows from (3.9) and (3.13) that
}: () }&& |
T
0
: |_[’]&[q]| dt
C && |
T
0
: [_[’
*
]&[q
*
]] dt
C && . (3.26)
It follows from (3.11) that
|S()||
T
0
|
1
0
( |{’(!1)| |t |+ |{q(!2)| |x | ) |v&v
| dx dt
&V(v

)& (&{’&+&{q&) |
T
0
|
1
0
( |t |+ |x | ) dx dt
Ch &&H 1
0
(0) , (3.27)
where V(v

)=(0, m

h(1&e&(t&ti){)&\

h tti e
&(t&s){ 10 Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!
ds)T for t it<t i+1 .
Since C 0 (0) is dense in H
1
0(0), it follows that
&S&H
loc
&1(0)Ch  0, as h  0.
Thus
S is compact in H &1loc (0). (3.28)
Using the above estimates, we can apply Lemma 3.4 to get the compact-
ness in H &1loc (0). First, by (3.22) and (3.24)(3.26), we have
&A1+R+B+7&(C0)*C.
By the embedding theorem, (C0(0))*/W &1, p0 is compact, for
1<p0<2. Thus we obtain:
A1+R+B+7 is compact in W&1, p0(0). (3.29)
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By the Sobolev theorem, W 1, p10 (0)/C
;
0(0) for 0<;<1&2p1 , and the
estimate (3.23), we have
|A2()|Ch:&12 &&W 01, p1(0) , for p1>
2
1&:
.
It follows from duality that
&A2&W &1, p2(0)Ch:&12  0, as h  0, for 1<p2<
2
1+:
.
Then,
A2 is compact in W &1, p2(0). (3.30)
Combining (3.29) and (3.30), we obtain
A+R+B+7=A1+A2+R+B+7 is compact in W &1, p(0),
(3.31)
where 1<p<min( p0 , p2).
Next, from the uniform bound of v, we have the fact
’(v)t+q(v)x&S is bounded in W&1, (0).
Since 0 is bounded, the above statement implies that
’(v)t+q(v)x&S is bounded in W&1, r(0), for r>1.
That is,
A+R+B+7 is bounded in W&1, r(0), r>1. (3.32)
It follows from (3.31)(3.32) and Lemma 3.4 that
A+R+B+7 is compact in H &1loc (0). (3.33)
That is,
’(v)t+q(v)x&S is compact in H &1loc (0). (3.34)
By (3.28) and (3.34), we have (3.14). This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
Incorporating Theorem 2.1 with Theorem 3.1, we have the following
framework theorem of the approximate solutions vh defined in Section 2.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the initial data (\0(x), m0(x)) and given
functions D(x) satisfy the conditions
0\0(x)M1 , \0(x)0, and |m0(x)|M2 \0(x), (3.35)
|D(x)|M3 . (3.36)
Then, the approximate solutions vh satisfy the following estimates and
compactness:
(1) There is a constant C(T )>0 such that
0\h(x, t)C, |mh(x, t)|C\h(x, t), (x, t) # I T . (3.37)
(2) For every domain 0/I T and every weak entropy pair (’, q), the
sequence of entropy dissipation measures ’(vh)t+q(vh)x is compact in
H &1loc (0).
Following [4, 8, 9] we get the compactness framework theorem needed
in this paper.
Theorem 3.8. Assume that approximate solutions vh(x, t)=(\h(x, t),
mh(x, t)) satisfy the following framework:
(1) 0\hC and |mh |C\h a.e. for a positive constant C.
(2) The sequence of entropy dissipation measures ’(vh)t+q(vh)x is
compact in H &1loc (0) for every weak entropy pair (’, q) and every open
bounded set 0/R2+ .
Then, for 1<# 53 , there exists a convergent subsequence, still labeled vh ,
such that
(\h(x, t), mh(x, t))  (\(x, t), m(x, t)) a.e..
4. THE GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS
In this section, we first set up the convergence of a sequence of the
approximate solutions vh derived by the modified Godunov scheme and
prove the global existence of weak entropy solutions of (1.1)(1.3). Then
we introduce the concept of traces of weak solutions and prove that the
weak solutions satisfy the boundary conditions.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then,
(1) For 1<# 53 , the sequence of the approximate solutions
vh=(\h , mh) has a convergent subsequence, still labeled vh , such that
(\h(x, t), mh(x, t))  (\(x, t), m(x, t)) a.e., (4.1)
and there is a constant C(T )>0 such that
0\(x, t)C, |m(x, t)|C\(x, t) a.e. (4.2)
(2) The bounded measurable function pair v(x, t)=(\(x, t), m(x, t)) is
a entropy weak solution of (1.16)(1.17), i.e., (\, m) satisfies (1.18)(1.19)
and (1.20).
Proof. From Theorem 3.2 and the result of [4], we obtain a convergent
subsequence, still labeled vh , such that
(\h(x, t), mh(x, t))  (\(x, t), m(x, t)) a.e.
Clearly, 0\(x, t)C, |m(x, t)|C\(x, t) a.e. For every function  #
C(I T) satisfying (x, T )=0, and (0, t)=(1, t)=0, we consider the
integral identity
|
T
0
|
1
0
(\ht+mh x) dx dt+|
t=0
\h dx=A()+R(), (4.3)
where
A()=:
i, j
| (\ ih&\ ij) i dx, (4.4)
R()=:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
| (mh&m h) x dx dt. (4.5)
Using Ho lder’s inequality, (3.1), and the fact that \ ij is the average value
of \h on cell (x j&1 , x j), we have
|A()|= }:i, j | (\
i
h&\
i
j)(
i& ij) dx }
\:i, j | |
i& ij |
2 dx+
12
\:i, j | |\
i
h&\
i
j |
2 dx+
12
h12 &&C1 \:i, j | |x&xj | dx+
12
\:i, j | |\
i
h&\
i
j |
2 dx+
12
Ch12 &&C 1  0, as h  0. (4.6)
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It follows from the uniform bound of vh that
R()= }:i, j |
ti+1
ti
| (mh&m h) x dx dt }
:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
| ( |m h |(1&e
&(t&ti){)
+\

h } |
t
ti
e&(t&s){ \|
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!) ds }+ |x | dx dt
:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
| \ |m h | (1&e&(t&ti){)+\ h |
t
ti
e&(t&s){ ds C$+ |x | dx dt
:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
| \C$ |t&t i |{ +C${(1&e&(t&ti){)+ |x | dx dt
C$ \1+1{+ k|
T
0
|
1
0
|x | dx dt
Ch &&C1  0, as h  0. (4.7)
Then, (4.6)(4.7) imply that
lim
h  0 |
T
0
|
1
0
(\h t+mhx) dx dt+|
t=0
\h dx=0. (4.8)
Using the dominated convergence theorem to (4.8), we have
|
T
0
|
1
0
(\t+mx) dx dt+|
t=0
\0(x)  dx=0. (4.9)
For every function  # C1(I T) satisfying (0, t)=(1, t)=0 for t0 and
(x, T)=0 for 0x1, we consider the integral identity
|
T
0
|
1
0
(mht+ f2(vh) x+V2(vh) ) dx dt+|
t=0
mh dx
=A()+R(), (4.10)
where f2(v)=m2\+\##, V2(v)=\ 10 Gx(\&D) d!&m{,
A()=:
i, j
| (m
i
h&m
i
j) 
i dx+:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
|
xj
xj&1
V2(v h
)  dx dt, (4.11)
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and
R()=:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
|
xj
xj&1
[(mh&m

h) t
+( f2(vh)& f2(v h
)) x+(V2(vh)&V2(v h
)) ] dx dt. (4.12)
In terms of the uniform bound of vh and |mh&m

h |((k{) |m

h |+C$k
|\

h | ), we have
|R()|:
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
|
xj
xj&1 _ |t |+|x | |{f2(v h+%(vh&v h))|+
||
{ &
_\ |m h |{ +C$\ h+ k dx dt
Ch &&C1  0, as h  0, (4.13)
where % # [0, 1].
We decompose A() into three parts:
A()={:i, j | (m
i
h&m
i
j)(
i& ij) dx=
+{:i, j |
ti+1
ti
| V2(v h)(&
i
j) dx dt=
+{:i, j |
ti+1
ti
| (V2(v h)&V2(v
i
h)) 
i
j dx dt=
#A1()+A2()+A3(). (4.14)
For A1() and A2(), by Lemma 3.1, we have
|A1()|= }:i, j | (2i+m
i
h&m
i
j)(
i& ij) dx }
\:i, j | (
i& ij)
2 dx+
12
_\:i, j | 2
2
i dx+
12
+\:i, j | (m
i
h&m
i
j)
2 dx+
12
&
h12 &&C1 \n :j | |x&x j | dx+
12
(C$ &2 i&+C$)
Ch12 &&C 1  0, as h  0, (4.15)
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where 2i=m

i
h(1&e
&k{)&\

i
h 
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){ 10 Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds. And
|A2()|:
i, j
|| |V2(v h)| \
|i& ij |
|x&x j |
h+
|(x, t)&i|
|t&t i |
k+ dx dt
Ch &&C 1  0, as h  0. (4.16)
By Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we have
|A3()|= }:i, j 
i
j || (V2(v h)&V2(v
i
h)) dx dt }
C && :
i, j
|| ( |\ h&\
i
h |+|m

h&m

i
h | ) dx dt
C && :
i, j
|| |\ h&\
i
h | dx dt (by Lemma 2.4)
C && :
i, j
|
ti+1
ti
=h dt (by Lemma 2.5)
C= && , (4.17)
where =>0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
It follows from (4.13)(4.17) that
lim
h  0 |
T
0
|
1
0
(mh t+ f2(vh) x+V2(vh) ) dx dt+|
t=0
mh dx=0.
(4.18)
Using the dominated convergence theorem, we have
|
T
0
|
1
0 \mt+\
m2
\
+
\#
# + x+ dx dt
+|
T
0
|
1
0 \\ |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!&
m
{ +  dx dt+|t=0 m0(x)  dx=0.
(4.19)
For every weak and convex entropy pair (’, q) and every nonnegative
smooth function  which has a compact support in region IT , we consider
the integral identity
|
T
0
|
1
0
(’(vh)  t+q(vh)  x) dx dt=A( )+R( )+7( )+S( ), (4.20)
where A( ), R( ), ( ), and S( ) are similar to those of (3.15).
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Since (’, q) is a convex entropy pair and  0, we have, similarly to
[28], that
7( )0, (4.21)
A( )=:
i, j
 ij | (v ih&v ij)T {2’(! ij)(v ih&v ij) dx
+:
i, j
| (’(v ih)&’(v ij))( i& ij) dx
:
i, j
| (’(v ih)&’(v ij))( i& ij) dx
&Ch:&12 & &C
0
: , 12<:<1. (4.22)
As in (3.27), we have
S( )&Ch & &H
0
1 . (4.23)
Using the fact that
\h(x, t)=\

h(x, t)
and
mh(x, t)=m

h(x, t) e&(t&ti){+\

h |
t
ti
e&(t&s){ |
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d! ds,
for ti&1t<t i
we obtain
|V2(v ih)&V2(v
i
h)|=
1
{ }m ih(e&(ti&ti&1){&1)
+\

i
h |
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){ \|
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)+ d! ds }
|m

i
h |
k
{2
+\

i
h |
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){ ds
C$
{
Ch.
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Then,
R( )=:
i, j
||
1
0
{’(v ih+%(v
i
h&v
i
h))(v
i
h&v
i
h) d% 
i dx
=:
i, j
| \|
1
0
’m(v ih+%(v
i
h&v
i
h)) d%
} _m ih(1&e&k{)&\ ih |
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){
_\|
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!+ ds&  i+ dx
 &Ch&:
i
|
1
0 \|
1
0
’m(v ih+%(v
i
h&v
i
h)) d%
} _\ ih |
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){ \|
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!+ ds
&m ih(1&e
&k{)&  i+ dx. (4.24)
It follows from (4.20)(4.24) that
|
T
0
|
1
0
(’(vh)  t+q(vh)  x) dx dt+:
i
|
1
0 \|
1
0
’m(v ih+%(v
i
h&v
i
h)+ d%
} _\ ih |
ti
ti&1
e&(ti&s){ \|
1
0
Gx(\

h(!, s)&D(!)) d!+ ds
&m ih(1&e
&k{)&  i+ dx
&C(& &C
0
:+h32&:(1+& &H
0
1)) h:&12, 12<:<1. (4.25)
Letting h  0 in (4.25) and using the fact that vh  v a.e., we obtain the
entropy condition
|
T
0
|
1
0
(’(v)  t+q(v)  x) dx dt+|
T
0
|
1
0
’m(v) V2(v)  dx dt0. (4.26)
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. K
Now we turn to the boundary conditions of weak solutions. First, we
need to determine the traces of weak solutions whose exact meaning will
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be stated below. Let v(x, t)=(\(x, t), m(x, t)) be a weak solution of
(1.16)(1.17) obtained in Theorem 4.1. We introduce the generalized
function A: C 10(R
2)  R2 as follows: for  # C 10(R
2),
A()=&|
T
0
|
1
0
(vt+ f (v) x+F) dx dt
where f (v)=(m, m2\+\##)T, F=(0, \(10 Gx(\&D) d!)&m{)
T.
We take ‘0 , ‘T , ’0 , ’1 # C 10(R) with
‘0(0)=1, ‘0(T )=0; ‘T (0)=0, ‘T (T )=1;
’0(0)=1, ’0(1)=0; ’1(0)=0, ’1(1)=1.
For any / # C 10(R), we define the generalized functions:
vC( } , 0)(/)=A(/ } ‘0)&/(0) A(’0 } ‘0)&/(1) A(’1 } ‘0),
vC( } , T )(/)=&A(/ } ‘T)+/(0) A(’0 } ‘T)+/(1) A(’1 } ‘T),
f C(v)(0, } )(/)=A(’0 } /),
f C(v)(1, } )(/)=&A(’1 } /),
where(/ } ‘0)(x, t)=/(x) ‘0(t) and so on mean the tensor product.
It should be noted that the above definitions of vC and f C(v) are
reasonable from [14].
Then we can define the trace of v along the segments (0, 1)_[0] and
(0, 1)_[T], and the trace of f (v) along the segments [0]_(0, T ) and
[1]_(0, T ) respectively as vC( } , 0), vC( } , T ), f C(v)(0, } ), and f C(v)(1, } ).
Similarly, for any t # (0, T ), we also can define vC( } , t) as the trace of v
along the segment (0, 1)_[t]. For any x # (0, 1), define f C(v)(x, } ) as the
trace of f (v) along the segment [x]_(0, T ).
It is similar to [14]; we have
Lemma 4.1. Let v be a weak solution of (1.16)(1.17). Then
vC( } , 0) | (0, 1) , vC( } , T) | (0, 1) # Lloc(0, 1);
f C(v)(0, } ) | (0, T) , f C(v)(1, } ) | (0, T) # Lloc(0, T),
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and for any  # C 10(R
2),
|
T
0
|
1
0
(vt+ f (v) x+F) dx dt=|
1
0
vC(x, T ) (x, T ) dx
&|
1
0
vC(x, 0) (x, 0) dx
+|
T
0
f C(v)(1, t) (1, t)
&|
T
0
f C(v)(0, t) (0, t) dt. (4.27)
Theorem 4.2. Let vh(x, t)=(\h(x, t), mh(x, t)) be the approximate
solutions of (1.16)(1.17) constructed in Section 2 and v(x, t)=(\(x, t),
m(x, t)) be the limit function of vh as h  0. Then v(x, t) satisfies the
initial-boundary conditions
mC(0, t)=mC(1, t)=0, t # (0, T ) (4.28)
vC(x, 0)=vo(x), x # (0, 1). (4.29)
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is easy to get, for any
 # C 10(R
2), that
lim
h  0 _|
T
0
|
1
0
(\ht+mhx) dx dt+|
t=0
\h dx&|
t=T
\h dx&=0,
which implies
|
T
0
|
1
0
(\t+mx) dx dt+|
t=0
\0(x)  dx& lim
h  0 |t=T \h dx=0. (4.30)
Inserting (4.27) into (4.30), we have
|
1
0
\C(x, T ) (x, T ) dx&|
1
0
\C(x, 0) (x, 0) dx
+|
T
0
mC(1, t) (1, t)&|
T
0
mC(0, t) (0, t) dt& lim
h  0 |t=T \h dx
+|
1
0
\(x, 0) (x, 0) dx=0. (4.31)
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Take (x, t)=‘(x) /(t) # C 10(R
2) with ‘, / # C 10(R), and /(0)=1, ‘(1)=
‘(0)=0, /(T)=0 in (4.31). We get
|
1
0
\C(x, 0) ‘(x) dx=|
1
0
\0(x) ‘(x) dx,
which implies \C(x, 0)=\0(x) on (0, 1).
Similarly, it holds that mC(x, 0)=m0(x) on (0, 1). Take (x, t)=
‘(x) /(t) # C 10(R
2), ‘, / # C 10(R), /(T )=/(0)=0, ‘(0)=1, ‘(1)=0 in (4.31),
one can get
|
T
0
mC(0, t) /(t) dt=0.
Thus mC(0, t)=0 on (0, T ). It is similar to show that mC(1, t)=0 on
(0, T ). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. K
5. RELAXATION LIMIT
In this section, we first give the relating relaxation limit results of the
suitably scaled weak solutions in the case of the uniform L estimates.
Second of all, in order to obtain the relaxation of the hydrodynamic model
toward the driftdiffusion model when the momentum relaxation time goes
to zero we have to establish the uniform L p estimates as done in Ju gel and
Peng [15].
By making the change of the scale t= s{ , we can transform (1.16)(1.17)
into the scaled form
\{s +m
{
x=0,
({2m{)s+\{2 (m
{)2
\{
+ p(\{)+x
=\{ |
1
0
Gx ( \{(!, s)&D(!)) d!&m{, (5.1)
where
\{(x, s)=\ \x, s{+ (5.2)
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and
m{(x, s)=
1
{
m \x, s{+ . (5.3)
From [27], we have the following div-curl lemma.
Lemma 5.1 (Div-curl Lemma). Given two sequences [U {] and [V {]
uniformly bounded in L2loc , and assume that [div U
{] and [curl V {] belongs
to a bounded set of L2loc independent of {. Then U
{ } V { ( U } V in D$, where
U=w&lim U { and V=w&lim V {.
Lemma 5.2. Let (\{, m{) be the entropy solutions of (5.1). Then for any
T>0, there exists a constant C=C(T ) independent of { such that
|
T
0
|
1
0
(m{)2 (x, t)
\{(x, t)
dx dtC(T ), (5.4)
&{\{&L([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.5)
&{3m{&L([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.6)
where { satisfies (1.5).
Proof. It is easy to get (5.5) and (5.6) from Theorem 4.1. We prove
(5.4) now. Consider the classical mechanical entropyentropy flux pair
’*=
1
2
m2
\
+
\#
#(#&1)
, q*=
1
2
m3
\2
+
1
#&1
\#&1m.
From the entropy inequality, we have, for almost every t0,
t |
1
0
’*(x, t) dx|
1
0 \m |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!&
m2
\{+ (x, t) dx. (5.7)
Let
(t)=|
1
0
m2
\
(x, t) dx,
f (t)=|
1
0
’*(x, t) dx,
then we have
df
dt
C$ - &

{
, (5.8)
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which comes from the deduction
|
1
0 \m |
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!+ dx
\|
1
0
m2
\
dx+
12
\|
1
0
\ \|
1
0
Gx(\&D) d!+
2
dx+
12
C$ - (t).
Here we have used Theorem 4.1, and C$ is independent of {.
Now let
,(s)=
 \s{+
{2
=|
1
0
(m{)2
\{
(x, t) dx,
F(s)= f \s{+ ,
then, in view of (5.8), we get
dF
ds
C$ - ,&,, (5.9)
which leads to
F(t)+|
T
0
,(s) dsF(0)+C$ |
T
0
- ,(s) ds.
Thus we obtain, by F(t)0,
|
T
0
,(s) dsF (0)+C$ - T \|
T
0
,(s) ds+
12
.
That is,
|
T
0
,(s) ds 14 (C$ - T+- (C$)2 T+4F(0))2.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4. K
From Lemma 5.4, it can be shown there exist \~ and p~ in L([0, 1]_
[0, T]) such that
p~ =wC&lim p({\{) as {  0 (5.10)
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and
\~ =wC&lim {\{ as {  0. (5.11)
Now we give a key result in this section.
Lemma 5.3.
p~ = p(\~ ) (5.12)
and
{\{p({\{) ( \~ p(\~ ) in D$ as {  0. (5.13)
Proof. We write (5.1) in the form
({\{)s+({m{)x=0,
{2+#(m{)s+\{2+# (m
{)2
\{
+ p({\{)+x
=({#\{) |
1
0
Gx ( \{(!, s)&D(!)+ d!&{#m{. (5.14)
We define
U {=[{\{, {m{] (5.15)
and
V {={&{2+# (m
{)2
\{
& p({\{), {2+#m{= . (5.16)
In order to use the div-curl lemma (Lemma 5.1) to get our desired result,
we check the related conditions.
From the first equation of (5.1) we get div U {=0 which leads to the
boundedness of [div U {] in L2loc . According to Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4.1,
one can get
&{12m{&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])&{\{&12L([0, 1]_[0, T]) " (m
{)2
\{ "
12
L1([0, 1]_[0, T])
C(T ) independent of {, (5.17)
which implies
&U {&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ), (5.18)
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and that there exist functions m~ and \~ in L2([0, 1]_[0, T]) such that
{12m{ ( m~ in L2([0, 1]_[0, T]), (5.19)
{\{ ( \~ in L2([0, 1]_[0, T]). (5.20)
As far as V { is concerned, in terms of (5.17) and (5.5) we have
&curl V {&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])="{#\{ |
1
0
Gx(\{&D) d!&{#m{"L2([0, 1]_[0, T])
C(T ). (5.21)
On the other hand, by means of (5.17), (1.5) and Theorem 4.1, we get
"{2+# (m
{)2
\{ "L2([0, 1]_[0, T]){ "{2
m{
\{ "L([0, 1]_[0, T]) &{#m{&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])
C(T ) {, (5.22)
which means that
&V {&L2([0, 1]_[0, T])C(T ). (5.23)
From (5.23) we can show
V { ( [/, 0] . (5.24)
By (5.22), (5.10), we get /=&p~ . Making use of Lemma 5.1, we finally
obtain
U { } V {=&{\{p({\{) ( U } V=&p~ \~ in D$.
By the well-known Minty’s arguments [18] we obtain (5.12).
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. K
Lemma 5.4. Let p(*) # C 2(R) be such that p">0 for all *>0. Also let
[\{] be any sequence of L such that
p(\{) ( p(\) in L weakC (5.25)
where \=weakC&lim \{ as {  0. Then \{  \ in L ploc strongly for all
p # (1, ).
The proof of Lemma 5.4 is the same as Proposition 4.3 of [20]. Now we
are in a position to prove one of the main results of this paper.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Let
(\{, m{) be the sequence of solutions of (5.1). Then there exist \~ # L and
m~ # L2 such that
{\{  \~ a.e. as {  0, (5.26)
{12m{ ( m~ as {  0. (5.27)
Moreover, the limit function \~ satisfies the simplified driftdiffusion equation
{\~ s=0,p(\~ )x=0, (5.28)
in the sense of distributions.
Proof. Lemma 5.4 and (5.19) imply (5.26) and (5.27) respectively. From
the second equation of (5.14), we have, for all , # D([0, 1]_[0, T]), that
&|
T
0
|
1
0 \{2+#m{,t+{2+#
(m{)2
\{
,x+ p({\{) ,x+ dx dt
=|
T
0
|
1
0 \({\{) |
1
0
Gx(x, !)({#&1\{(!, t)
&{#&1D(!)) d!&{#m{(x, t)+ , dx dt. (5.29)
By Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4.1 the first and second term on the left-hand
side of (5.29) go to zero as {  0. In terms of (5.10), (5.12), we get
|
T
0
|
1
0
,xp({\{) dx dt  |
T
0
|
1
0
,xp(\~ ) dx dt as {  0. (5.30)
From (5.25), (5.5), and the dominated convergence theorem, we have
|
T
0
|
1
0
{\{(x, t) |
1
0
Gx(x, !)({#&1\{(!, t)&{#&1{D(!)) d! , dx dt
 0 as {  0. (5.31)
By (5.27) we get
|
T
0
|
1
0
{2m{(x, t) , dx dt  0 as {  0. (5.32)
It follows from (5.29)(5.32) that (5.28) holds. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.1. K
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We consider the homogeneous system of conservation laws
\s+mx=0, t>0, x # (0, 1) (5.33)
ms+\m
2
\
+ p{(\)+x=0, t>0, x # (0, 1) (5.34)
where
p{(\)=a2{ \
#, a{=
a
{
, #>1. (5.35)
Let w1 and w2 be two classical Riemann invariants of the system, defined
by
w1=
m
\
&A{\(#&1)2, w2=
m
\
+A{\(#&1)2, (5.36)
with
A{=
A
{
, A=
2a#12
#&1
. (5.37)
Then, as Jungel and Peng [15], we have a sequence of entropies of
(5.33)(5.34) as follows
’ (k){ (\, m)= :
k
i=0
b (k)i A
2(k&i)
{ \
ai
(k)
m2i, (5.38)
where
b (k)i =C
2i
2k |
1
&1
y2(k&i)(1& y2)* dy, 0ik, (5.39)
a (k)i =(k&i)(#&1)&2i+1, 0ik, (5.40)
and
’ (k){
m
=2 :
k&1
i=0
(i+1) b (k)i+1A
2(k&i&1)
{ \
a(k)i+1 m2i+1. (5.41)
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From the entropy inequality (1.20), for the entropy ’{(\{, m{) of the
corresponding homogeneous system of (5.1) we have
t |
1
0
’{(\{, m{)(x, t) dx

1
{2 |
1
0
’{(\{, m{)
m{ \\{ |
1
0
Gx(\{&D(!)) d!&m{+ (x, t) dx.
(5.42)
Lemma 5.5 For any k # N*, the weak solutions of (5.1) satisfy the
entropy inequalities
d
dt |
1
0
:
k
i=0
b (k)i A
2(k&i){2i (\{)ai
(k)
(m{)2i (x, t) dx
2 :
k&1
i=0
(i+1) b (k)i+1A
2(k&i&1){2i |
1
0
((\{)a
(k)
i+1+1 (m{)2i+1
_|
1
0
Gx(\{&D(!) d!&(\{)a
(k)
i+1 (m{)2(i+1))(x, t) dx (5.43)
Proof. The sequence of entropy of the corresponding homogeneous
system of (5.1) takes the form
’ (k){ (\
{, m{)= :
k
i=0
b (k)i A
2(k&i)
{ (\
{)ai
(k)
(m{)2i, (5.44)
’ (k){
m{
=2 :
k&1
i=0
(i+1) b (k)i+1 A
2(k&i&1)
{ (\
{)a
(k)
i+1 (m{)2i+1. (5.45)
From (5.42), (5.44)(5.45) we easily have (5.43). This completes the
proof of Lemma 5.5. K
Obviously, we have
Lemma 5.6 The sequences (\{){>0 and (10 Gx(\
{&D) d!){>0 are
bounded in L(0, T; L1([0, 1])) and L(QT) respectively.
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We define the functions as
F (k){ (t)= :
k
i=0
b (k)i A
2(k&i){2i |
1
0
(\{)ai
(k)
(m{)2i (x, t) dx, (5.46)
G (k){ (t)=2 :
k&1
i=0
(i+1) b (k)i+1A
2(k&i&1){2i |
1
0
(\{)a
(k)
i+1 (m{)2(i+1) (x, t) dx.
(5.47)
We have F (k){ (t)0 and G
(k)
{ (t)0 for all t # [0, T] and all k # N*.
By Lemma 5.5 and the inductional method in k of Jungel and Peng
[15], we get
Lemma 5.7. For any k # N*, there is a constant D(k)(T )>0, independent
of {, such that
F (k){ (t)D
(k)(T ), \t # [0, T] (5.48)
|
t
0
G (k){ (s) dsD
(k)(T ), \t # [0, T] (5.49)
Proof. For k=1,
d
dt |
1
0
[b (1)0 A
2(\{)a0
(1)
+b (1)1 {
2(:{)a1
(1)
(m{)2](x, t) dx
2b (1)1 |
1
0
[(\{)a1
(1)+1m{ |
1
0
Gx(\{&D(!)) d!&(\{)a1
(1)
(m{)2 (x, t) dx.
(5.50)
In terms of a (1)0 =#, a
(1)
1 =&1, we get
d
dt |
1
0
[b (1)0 A
2(\{)#+b (1)1 {
2[(\{)&1(m{)2](x, t) dx
2b (1)1 |
1
0 _m{ |
1
0
Gx(\{&D(!)) d!&(\{)&1 (m{)2& (x, t) dx.
Because 10 Gx(\
{&D(!)) d! is bounded in L(QT), we denote by E its
bound; we then have
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|
1
0 _m{ |
1
0
Gx(\{&D(!)) d!&(\{)&1 (m{)2& (x, t) dx
|
1
0
[ 12 (E
2\{+(\{)&1 (m{)2)&(\{)&1 (m{)2](x, t) dx
 12 |
1
0
[E 2\{&(\{)&1 (m{)2](x, t) dx.
From Lemma 5.6, we have
d
dt |
1
0
[b (1)0 A
2(\{)#+b (1)1 {
2(\{)&1 (m{)2](x, t) dx
b (1)1 E
2 &\0 &L1[0, 1]&b (1)1 |
1
0
(\{)&1 (m{)2 (x, t) dx.
Integrating this inequality over [0, t] and using the initial condition,
similar to [15], we have (5.48)(5.49) for k=1.
By induction in k as in [15], we finally can prove (5.48)(5.49) for any
k1. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. K
As a consequence of Lemma 5.7, we have
Lemma 5.8. For any k # N*,
(i) (\{){>0 are bounded in L(0, T; La0
(k)
)([0, 1]);
(ii) ((\{)a1
(k)
(m{)2){>0 are bounded in L1(QT);
(iii) ({2(\{)a2
(k)
(m{)4){>0 are bounded in L1(QT) for k2.
The interpolation inequality and Lemma 5.8 lead to
Lemma 5.9. For any q # [1, +[, the sequence (\{){>0 is bounded in
L(0, T; Lq([0, 1])).
By Lemma 5.8 we can prove
Lemma 5.10. For any #=1+2k, with 1k # N,
(i) the sequences (m{){>0 are bounded in L2(QT);
(ii) the sequences ({((m{)2\{)){>0 are bounded in L2(QT).
From Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.10, we obtain, for any q # ]1, +[, that
there exist functions \ # L(0, T; Lq), m # L2(QT)2, p # L(0, T; Lq) and a
subsequence, still denoted by (\{, m{){>0 , such that as {  0,
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\{ ( \ , in Lq(QT) weakly (5.51)
m{ ( m in L2(QT) weakly (5.52)
p(\{) ( p in Lq(QT) weakly (5.53)
\{
2(m{)2
:{ + 0, in L2(QT)2 strongly. (5.54)
It follows that
{2m{  0, in L2(QT) strongly. (5.55)
Similar to Jungel and Peng [15], through the Div-Curl Lemma and
Minty’s monotonicity arguments, we obtain
Lemma 5.11. There is a subsequence of (\{){>0 , such that for any
q # [1, 1+#], as {  0,
\{  \ in Lqloc(QT) strongly. (5.56)
Theorem 5.2. Let (\{, m{) be the sequence of solutions of (5.1) given by
Theorem 4.1. Suppose #=1+ 2k with 1k # N. Denote QT=(0, 1)_(0, T ).
Then there exist (\ , m ) such that
\{  \ , in Lqloc(QT) strongly, for any q # [1, #+1], (5.57)
m{ ( m as {  0 in L2(QT) weakly, (5.58)
{2(m{)2
\{
 0, as {  0 in L2(QT) strongly. (5.59)
Moreover, the limit functions (\ , m ) # L(0, T; Lq([0, 1]))_L2(QT) for
any q # ]1, +[, satisfy the driftdiffusion equation
\ s+m x=0, (5.60)
m =\ |
1
0
Gx(x, !)( \ (!, s)&D(!)) d!& p(\ )x , (5.61)
in the sense of distributions.
From Lemma 5.55.11 we complete the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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